
Fragrance du Bois’ Nature’s Treasures

Though a relatively young brand, with its first release just three years ago, Fragrance Du Bois is already well known for its oud-based fragrances and 
commitment to sustainably-sourced oud (our writer Jordan River did a detailed series on oud which included a visit to the Fragrance Du Bois agar-
wood plantation and an overview of the brand’s oud fragrances in 2014). Fragrance Du Bois made its name by marrying this classic ingredient of 
oriental perfumes with the age-old traditions of Grasse, working with French Maître Parfumeurs who are experts in their craft, and whose deftness 
of touch has enabled all of the fragrances in the line to be both bold and subtle; expressive, and yet light and fresh. ate more income. They help 
local residents with housing and build schools, in service of ethical sourcing. I was delighted to discuss the differences of Fragrance du Bois with the 
Global Business Development Director of the company, Gary Crates.

By: Jodi Battershell

The decision to create a collection of non-oud-based fragrances seems like a natural next 
step in the development of the brand’s portfolio, with an aim to meet the demands of an 
ever-expanding clientele for whom variety is the spice of life. The departure from Fragrance 
Du Bois’ current product range in which all formulations contain Fragrance Du Bois’ signa-
ture 100% pure, natural oud oil reveals another facet of this young and innovative per-
fume house that is sure to delight its burgeoning legion of devotees. This week, the brand 
announces the release of its seductive and luxurious new collection of perfumes: Nature’s 
Treasures.  

As we’ve learned in interviews with perfumers and fragrance industry professionals, as well 
as in our own Club (forums) here on Fragrantica, fragrance lovers in the Middle East often 
combine a variety of different scents, according to their own personal tastes and limited only 
by their own imaginations, in an effort to create a unique and beautiful aroma. Oud is often 
the “star” ingredient and the ultimate “layer” in many personal blends. (A look at releases 
from the fragrance expos this year and recent layering articles by our writer Daniel Barros 
and me suggest that many of us in the West are exploring fragrance layering, too.) With that 
in mind, Fragrance Du Bois accepted the challenge of creating a series of products that are 
perfectly formulated, lighter in tone, and still contain only natural, finest quality ingredients. 
Nature’s Treasures features six exquisite fragrances—Baie Rose, Patchouli Argent, Brume du 
Matin, Petales de Cashmere, Santal Complet and Zest Marin—each blended for the perfect 
balance of sophistication and allure. 

Nicola Parker, Brand Director of Fragrance Du Bois, describes the development of the new 
line. “A lot of thought and research has been put into this project in the past year, as we’ve 
evolved a collection that not only resonates with us, but also one that we feel will speak to 
our existing clients as well as our clients to be. As the name of the collection would sug-
gest, each fragrance is inspired by nature, and created with the finest, sustainably sourced 
ingredients. We’ve approached this collection in much the same way that we composed our 
Oud-based fragrances; only natural ingredients will be used, and only the best of the best of 
those.” 

“We believe that this collection will reach out to a different demographic in terms of our cus-
tomers,” Parker concluded, “especially in Asia, where the climate seems to suit lighter and 
fresh, sparkling scents. Importantly though, we haven’t deviated from our core values and 
message. The new range follows through on the purity and the luxury with which our brand 
has come to be associated.” 

Each perfume of the collection is bottled in the signature Fragrance Du Bois glass bottle, 
complete with a gold-plated cap, encrusted with Swarovski crystals. Nature’s Treasures fra-
grances can be found at Fragrance Du Bois’ boutiques in Paris, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and 
Geneva at a retail price of €595 for 100 ml, with 50 ml bottles available in selected regions at 
€295.


